Abstract. This chapter presents an approach for texture and object recognition that uses scale-or affine-invariant local image features in combination with a discriminative classifier. Textures are represented using a visual dictionary found by quantizing appearance-based descriptors of local features. Object classes are represented using a dictionary of composite semi-local parts, or groups of nearby features with stable and distinctive appearance and geometric layout. A discriminative maximum entropy framework is used to learn the posterior distribution of the class label given the occurrences of parts from the dictionary in the training set. Experiments on two texture and two object databases demonstrate the effectiveness of this framework for visual classification.
Introduction
By analogy with a text document, an image can be viewed as a collection of parts or "visual words" drawn from a "part dictionary." This parallel has been exploited in recent bag-of-keypoints approaches to visual categorization [6, 27] , unsupervised discovery of visual "topics" [24] , and video retrieval [23] . More generally, representations based on local image features, or salient regions extracted by specialized interest operators, have shown promise for recognizing textures [13] , different views of the same object [9, 22] , and different instances of the same object class [1, 7, 8, 26] . For textures, appearance-based descriptors of salient local regions are clustered to form characteristic texture elements, or textons. For objects, such clusters can also play the role of generic object parts. In our own previous work [15] , we have introduced a more expressive representation based on composite semi-local parts, defined as geometrically stable configurations of multiple local regions that are robust against approximately rigid deformations and intra-class variations.
In this chapter, we present an approach to visual categorization that first constructs a texture or object representation based on a dictionary of textons or parts, and then learns a discriminative classifier that can effectively distinguish assemblies of parts or occurrence patterns of textons characteristic of different classes. For the classification step, we adopt a discriminative maximum entropy framework, which has been used successfully for text document classification [3, 21] and image annotation [10] . This framework has several characteristics that make it attractive for visual categorization as well: It directly models the posterior distribution of the class label given the image, leading to convex (and tractable) parameter estimation; moreover, classification is performed in a true multi-class fashion, requiring no distinguished background class. Because the maximum entropy framework makes no independence assumptions, it offers a principled way of combining multiple kinds of features (e.g., keypoints produced by different detectors), as well as inter-part relations, into the object representation. While maximum entropy has been widely used in the computer vision for generative tasks, e.g., modeling of images as Markov random fields [28] , where it runs into issues of intractability for learning and inference, it can be far more efficient for discriminative tasks. For example, Mahamud et al. [18] have used maximum entropy to combine multiple nearest-neighbor discriminators, and Keysers et al. [12] have applied it to digit recognition. In this chapter, we explore this framework in a part-based object categorization setting.
The rest of our presentation is organized as follows. We review in Section 2 the basics of exponential models, which arise from maximum entropy considerations. Sections 3 and 4 describe our approach to texture and object recognition, and Section 5 concludes with a summary and discussion of future directions. The research reported in this chapter has been previously published in [14] .
The Maximum Entropy Framework
A discriminative maximum entropy approach seeks to estimate the posterior distribution of class labels given image features that matches the statistics of the features observed in the training set, and yet remains as uniform as possible. Intuitively, such a distribution properly reflects our uncertainty about making a decision given ambiguous or inconclusive image data. (By contrast, some generative methods, e.g., mixtures of Gaussians, tend to yield peaky or "overconfident" posterior distributions.) Suppose that we have defined a set of feature functions f k (I, c) that depend both on the image I and the class label c (the definitions of the specific feature functions used in our work will appear in Sections 3 and 4). To estimate the posterior of the class label given the features, we constrain the expected values of the features under the estimated distribution P (c|I) to match those observed in the training set T . The observed "average" value of feature f k in the training set T isf
Given a particular posterior distribution P (c|I), the expected value of f k , taken with respect to the observed empirical distribution P (I) over the training set, is
We seek the posterior distribution that has the maximum conditional entropy
subject to the constraints E[f k ] =f k . It can be shown that the desired distribution has the exponential form
where
is the normalizing factor, 1 and the λ k are parameters whose optimal values are found by maximizing the likelihood of the training data under the exponential model (1) . This optimization problem is convex and the global maximum can be found using the improved iterative scaling (IIS) algorithm [3, 21] . At each iteration of IIS, we compute an update δ k to each λ k , such that the likelihood of the training data is increased. To do this, we bound L(λ + δ) − L(λ) from below by a positive function F (δ), and find the value of δ that maximizes this function. The derivation of updates is omitted here, but it can be shown [3, 21] that when the features are normalized, i.e., when k f k (I, c) is a constant S for all I and c, updates can be found efficiently in closed form:
Because of the computational efficiency gained in this case, we use only normalized features in the present work. Because of the form of (2), zero values off k cause the optimization to fail, and low values cause excessive growth of the weights. This is a symptom of one of the biggest potential pitfalls of the maximum entropy framework: overfitting. When the training set is small, the observed averages may deviate significantly from the "true" expectations, leading to a poor estimate of the posterior distribution. This problem can be alleviated by adding a zero-mean Gaussian prior on the weights [21] . However, in our experiments, we have achieved better results with a basic IIS setup where simple transformations of the feature functions are used to force expectations away from zero. Specifically, for all the feature functions defined in Sections 3 and 4, we use the standard Laplace smoothing, i.e., adding one to each feature value and renormalizing. To simplify the subsequent presentation, we will omit this operation from all feature function definitions.
We close this section with a note concerning the technique we use to design feature functions. Instead of directly defining class-dependent features f k (I, c), it is much more convenient to obtain them from a common pool of class-independent features g k (I), as follows:
Then we have
Thus, "universal" features g k become associated with class-specific weights λ c,k . All our feature functions will be defined in this way. Note, however, that the exponential framework also allows completely different features for representing each class.
Texture Recognition
In this section, we describe the application of the maximum entropy framework to texture recognition. Section 3.1 describes our texton-based representation, and Section 3.2 discusses experiments on two large collections of texture images, the Brodatz database [4] and the UIUC database [13] .
Feature Functions
For texture recognition, we use the sparse representation introduced in our earlier work [13] , where the locations and shapes of salient image regions are found by a specialized keypoint detector. We use either a scale-or an affine-invariant detector (returning circular and elliptical regions, respectively), depending on the degree of invariance required by a particular database. Next, the extracted regions serve as domains of support for computing appearance-based descriptors (the specific choices of detectors and descriptors used in our experiments are discussed in Section 3.2). After descriptors have been extracted from the training set, a texton dictionary is formed by clustering them, and associating each cluster center with a discrete texton label. Finally, each descriptor from a new image is assigned the label of the closest cluster center. The next step is to define the feature functions for the exponential model. For text classification, Nigam et al. [21] use scaled counts of word occurrences in a document. By analogy, we define feature functions based on texton frequencies:
where N k (I) is the number of times texton label k occurs in the image I. To enrich the feature set, we also define functions g k, that encode the probability of co-occurrence of pairs of labels at nearby locations. Let k denote the event that a region labeled is adjacent to a region labeled k. Specifically, we say that k if the center of is contained in the neighborhood obtained by "growing" the shape (circle or ellipse) of the kth region by a constant factor (4 in the implementation). Let N k (I) denote the number of times the relation occurs in the image I, and define
An image model incorporating co-occurrence counts of pairs of adjacent labels is a counterpart of a bigram language model that estimates the probabilities of two-word strings in natural text. Just as in language modeling, we must deal with sparse probability estimates due to many relations receiving extremely low counts in the training set. Thus, we are led to consider smoothing techniques for probability estimates [5] . One of the most basic techniques, interpolation with marginal probabilities, leads to the following modified definition of the co-occurrence features:
where α is a constant (0.1 in our implementation). Informally, a co-occurrence relation k should have higher probability if both k and occur frequently in samples of the class, and if they each have many neighbors.
While smoothing addresses the problem of unreliable probability estimates, we are still left with millions of possible co-occurrence relations, and it is necessary to use feature selection to reduce the model to a manageable size. Possible feature selection techniques include greedy selection based on increase of likelihood under the exponential model [3] , mutual information [7, 21] and likelihood ratio [7] . However, since more frequently occurring relations yield more reliable estimates, we have chosen a simpler likelihood-based scheme: For each class, we find a fixed number of relations that have the highest probability in the training set, and then combine them into a global "relation dictionary."
Experimental Results
In this section, we show classification results on the Brodatz database (999 images: 111 classes, 9 samples per class) [4] and the UIUC database (1000 images: 25 classes, 40 samples per class) [13] . Figure 1 shows examples of images from the two databases. For the Brodatz database, we use a scale-invariant Laplacian detector [16] , which finds salient blob-like circular regions in an image. This level of invariance is sufficient for the Brodatz database, which does not feature any significant geometric deformations between different samples from the same class. By contrast, the UIUC database contains arbitrary rotations, perspective distortions and non-rigid deformations. This greater degree of geometric variability requires a greater degree of invariance in the low-level features. Therefore, we process the UIUC database with an affinely adapted version of the Laplacian detector, which returns elliptical regions. In both cases, the appearance of the detected regions is represented using SIFT descriptors [17] . The SIFT descriptor consists of gradient orientation histograms within the support region. For each of 8 orientation planes, the gradient image is sampled over a 4 × 4 grid of locations, thus resulting in a 128-dimensional feature vector. We have chosen to use SIFT descriptors because of their impressive performance in a recent comparative evaluation [20] .
To form the texton dictionary, we run K-means clustering on a randomly selected subset of all training descriptors. To limit the memory requirements of the K-means algorithm, we cluster each class separately and concatenate the resulting textons. We find K = 10 and K = 40 textons per class for the Brodatz and the UIUC database, respectively, resulting in dictionaries of size 1110 and 1000. For co-occurrence relations, we select 10K features per class; because the relations selected for different classes sometimes coincide, the total number of g k, features is slightly less than ten times the total number of textons. Table 1 shows a comparison of classification rates obtained using various methods on the two databases. All the rates are averaged over 10 runs with different randomly selected training subsets; standard deviations of the rates are also reported. The training set consists of 3 (resp. 10) images per class for the Brodatz (resp. UIUC) database. The first row shows results for a popular baseline method using nearest-neighbor classification of texton histograms with the χ 2 distance (for an example of such an approach, see, e.g., [25] shows results for a Naive Bayes baseline using the multinomial event model [19] :
where P (k|c) is given by the frequency of texton k in the training images for class c. The results for the two baseline methods on the Brodatz database are comparable, though Naive Bayes has a potential advantage over the χ 2 method, since it does not treat the training samples as independent prototypes, but combines them in order to compute the probabilities P (k|c). This may help to account for the slightly better performance of Naive Bayes on the Brodatz database. The third and fourth rows show results for exponential models based on individual g k (textons only) features and g k, (relations only) features, respectively, and the fifth row shows results for the exponential model with both kinds of features combined. For both databases, the texton-only exponential model performs much better than the two baseline methods; the relations-only models are inferior to the baseline. Interestingly, combining textons and relations does not improve performance. To test whether this is due to overfitting, we compare performance of the g k, features with the smoothedg k, features (last two rows). While the smoothed features do perform better, combining them with textons-only features once again does not bring any improvement. Thus, texton-only features clearly supercede the co-occurrence relations.
To get a more detailed look at the performance of the exponential model, refer to Figure 2 , which shows the histograms of classification rates achieved by the parts-only exponential model for individual classes. With this model, 100% recognition rate is achieved by 61 classes from the Brodatz database and by 8 classes from the UIUC database. The distribution of classification rates, in particular for the Brodatz database, suggests another reason (besides overfitting) for the lack of improvement afforded by co-occurrence features. Namely, most classes in the database can be represented quite well without taking texton cooccurrences into account, while a few are either extremely nonhomogeneous or extremely perceptually similar to another class. Consequently, adding relations to the exponential model cannot improve the recognition of either the "easy" or the "difficult" classes.
Overall, the g k exponential model performs the best for both texture databases. For the Brodatz database, our result of 87.37% is comparable to the rate of 87.44% reported in [13] . Note, however, that the result of [13] was obtained using a combination of appearance-and shape-based features. In our case, we use only appearance-based features, so we get as much discriminative power with a weaker representation. For the UIUC database, our result of 97.41% exceeds the highest rate reported in [13] , that of 92.61%.
Object Recognition
In this section, we describe our approach to object recognition using semi-local parts and present results of experiments on two challenging datasets: the CalTech dataset [8] consisting of airplanes, cars, faces, and motorbikes; and a bird dataset that we have collected, consisting of images of six different species.
Semi-Local Parts
For our texture recognition experiments, Laplacian region detectors have proven to be successful. However, we have found them to be much less satisfactory for detecting object parts with complex internal structures, e.g., eyes, wheels, heads, etc. Instead, for object recognition, we have implemented the scale-invariant detector of Jurie and Schmid [11] , which finds salient circular configurations of edge points, and is robust to clutter and texture variations inside the regions. Just as in Section 3, the appearance of the extracted regions is represented using SIFT descriptors.
For each object class, we construct a dictionary of composite semi-local parts [15] , or groups of several nearby regions whose appearance and spatial configuration occurs repeatably in the training set. The key idea is that consistent occurrence of (approximately) rigid groups of simple features in multiple images is very unlikely to be accidental, and must thus be a strong cue for the presence of the object. Semi-local parts are found in a weakly supervised manner, i.e., from cluttered, unsegmented training images, via a direct search for visual correspondence.
2 The intractable problem of simultaneous alignment of multiple images is reduced to pairwise matching: Candidate parts are initialized by matching several training pairs and then validated against additional images.
The key operation of two-image matching is accomplished efficiently with the help of strong appearance (descriptor similarity) and geometric consistency constraints. Specifically, initial constraints on descriptor similarity are used to create a short list of potential matches for each region in the other image; semilocal neighborhood constraints [9, 23] reduce the set of all potential matches even further. Then, starting from the smallest possible seed group of nearby matches that allows us to estimate an aligning transformation, we conduct a greedy search for additional geometrically and photometrically consistent matches lying in the neighborhood of the current group. The aligning transformation can be scaling, similarity, or affine. Originally, we have introduced semi-local parts in the context of an affine alignment model [15] ; however, for the two databases used in this chapter, scale and translation invariance are sufficient. Note that in the implementation, we treat all transformation groups within the same computational framework. Namely, we use linear least squares to estimate an affine alignment between the two groups of regions, and then enforce additional geometric constraints by rejecting any alignment that deviates too much from the desired model. In particular, for a scale-and-translation model, we reject transformations that include too much skew, rotation, and anisotropic scaling. The correspondence search terminates when the residual of the transformation grows too large, or when no further consistent matches can be found. Note that the number of regions in the correspondence (the size of the part) is determined automatically as a result.
In existing literature, similar procedures for growing groups of matches based on geometric and appearance consistency have been successfully applied to the recognition of the same object instance in multiple views [9] ; one of the key insights of our earlier work [15] is that such procedures are also quite effective for building models of object classes with substantial intra-class variation. Because of the strong geometric and photometric consistency constraints that must be satisfied by semi-local parts, they are much more discriminative than atomic parts, and much less likely to give rise to false detections.
A detected instance of a candidate part in a validation image may have multiple regions missing because of occlusion, failure of the keypoint detector, etc. We define the repeatability ρ k (I) of a detected instance of part k in image I as the number of regions in that instance normalized by the total number of regions in that part. If no instances of part k are detected at all, we have ρ k (I) = 0, and if several instances are detected, we simply select the one with the highest repeatability. This implicitly assumes that an object can contain at most one instance of each part. In the future, we plan to improve our feature representation to allow for multiple detected instances of the same part. This would allow us to perform more accurate localization for classes such as cars (which have two wheels) or faces (which have two eyes).
After recording the repeatability values for a given part in all positive and negative validation images, we compute a validation score for the part by taking the χ 2 distance between h p , the histogram of repeatabilities of the part over the positive class, and h n , the histogram of its repeatabilities in all the negative images (for examples of these histograms, see Figures 5(b) and 7(b) ). The χ 2 distance is defined as follows:
where B is the number of bins (discrete repeatability levels) in the histograms, and h p (b) (resp. h n (b)) is the proportion of all part detections in positive (resp. negative) images falling into the bin with index b. The validation score can range from 1, when the two histograms have no overlap at all, to 0, when they are identical. A fixed number of highest-scoring parts is retained for each class, and their union forms our dictionary. Finally, for each part k and each training image I, we compute a normalized feature function based on its repeatability:
Just as in our texture recognition experiments, we also investigate whether, and to what extent, incorporating relations into the object representation improves classification performance. To this end, we define overlap relations between pairs of parts that belong to the same class. Let ω k, (I) be the overlap between detected instances of parts k and in the image I, i.e., the ratio of the intersection of the two parts to their union. This ratio ranges from 0 (disjoint parts) to 1 (coincident parts). Then we define
The overlap relations are very flexible -in effect, they enforce only spatial coherence. This flexibility potentially allows us to deal with non-rigid and/or articulated objects. In the future, we plan to experiment with more elaborate relations that take into account the distance, relative scale, or relative orientations of the two parts [1] . Finally, it is important to note that we currently do not use feature selection techniques to reduce the number of overlap relations within 
Experimental Results
This section presents recognition results obtained on two multi-class object databases. The first is a subset of the publicly available CalTech database [8] .
We have taken 300 images each from four classes: airplanes, rear views of cars, faces, and motorbikes (Figure 3, top) . The second database, which we collected from the Web, consists of 100 images each of six different classes of birds: egrets, mandarin ducks, snowy owls, puffins, toucans, and wood ducks ( Figure 3 , bottom). For the CalTech database, 50 randomly chosen images per class are used for creating candidate parts. Each image is paired up to two others, for a total of 100 initialization pairs. Of the several hundred candidate parts yielded by this matching process, the 50 largest ones are retained for training and selection. Candidate parts are then matched against every image from another training set, which also contains 50 randomly chosen images per class, and 20 highestscoring parts per class are retained to form the part dictionary. The repeatability results of the selected parts on this training set are also used as training data to estimate the parameters of the exponential model. Finally, the remaining 200 images per class make up the test set. We follow the same protocol for the bird dataset, except that 20 images per class are used for finding candidate parts, another 30 for part selection, and the remaining 50 for testing. Unlike the texture recognition results of Section 3.2, the results of this section are not averaged over multiple splits of the databases because of the considerably larger computational expense involved in computing semi-local parts. With our current unoptimized MATLAB implementation, a single run through an entire object database (both training and testing) takes about a week. Figures 5 and 7 illustrate training and part selection. As can be seen from the plots of validation scores for all selected parts, the quality of part dictionaries found for different classes varies widely. Extremely stable, salient parts are formed for faces, motorbikes, and ducks. The classes with the weakest parts are airplanes for the CalTech database and egrets for the bird database. Both airplanes and egrets lack characteristic texture, and often appear against busy backgrounds that generate a lot of detector responses (buildings, people, and airport machinery in case of planes, or grass and branches in case of egrets). In addition, both egrets and airplanes are "thin" objects, so the local regions that overlap the object also capture a lot of background. Thus, the SIFT descriptors computed over these regions end up describing mostly clutter. To alleviate this problem, we plan to experiment with alternative descriptors that capture the shape of the edges close to the boundary of the scale-invariant regions [11] , as opposed to the internal texture, as the SIFT descriptor does. Note that our part selection framework is suitable for choosing between semi-local parts based on different descriptors, since it abstracts from the low-level details of matching (i.e., how appearance similarity is computed, what aligning transformation is used, or how the correspondence search is performed), and looks only at the end result of the matching on the training set (i.e., how repeatable the resulting parts are, and whether they can be used to distinguish between positive and negative examples for a given class).
The parts obtained for classes other than airplanes and egrets have higher scores and capture much more salient object features. Interestingly, though, for cars, even the highest-scoring part includes spurious background detections along the horizontal line at the eye level of the image. This comes from the relative visual monotony of the car class: all the rear views of cars were apparently captured through the windshield by a person in the front seat. Thus, the "horizon" formed by the converging sides of the road is approximately in the same location in all the images, and the scenery at the roadside (trees, buildings) gives rise to a lot of features in stable positions that are consistently picked up by the matching procedure. Tables 2 and 3 show classification performance of several methods with 20 parts per class. The first column of the tables shows the performance of a baseline Naive Bayes approach with likelihood given by
The distributions P (ρ k |c) are found by histogramming the repeatabilities of part k on all training images from class c. Note that we take into account the repeatability of parts on images from all classes, not only the class which they Table 3 . Classification rates for the birds database using 20 parts per class.
describe. Roughly speaking, we expect P (ρ k (I)|c) to be high if part k describes class c and ρ k (I) is high, or if part k does not describe class c and ρ k (I) is low or zero. Thus, to conclude that an object from class c is present in the image, we not only have to observe high-repeatability detections of parts from class c, but also low-repeatability detections of parts from other classes. The exponential model, which encodes the same information in its feature functions, also uses this reasoning. The second (resp. third, fourth) columns of Tables 2 and 3 show the classification performance obtained with exponential models using the g k features only (resp. the g k, only, g k and g k, combined). For the CalTech database, the Naive Bayes and the exponential parts-only models achieve very similar results, though under the exponential model, airplanes have a lower classification rate, which is intuitively more satisfying given the poor part dictionary for this class. Note that our classification accuracy of over 96% on the four CalTech classes is comparable to other recently published results [6, 7] . For the bird database, the exponential model outperforms Naive Bayes; for both databases, relations-only features alone perform considerably worse than the parts-only features, and combining parts-based with relation-based features brings no improvement. shows a plot of the classification rate for the exponential model as a function of part dictionary size. Note that the curves are not monotonic -adding a part to the dictionary can decrease performance. This behavior may be an artifact of our scoring function for part selection, which is not directly related to classification performance. In the future, we plan to experiment with part selection based on increase of likelihood under the exponential model [3] .
Though we did not conduct a quantitative evaluation of localization accuracy, the reader may get a qualitative idea by examining Figures 6 and 8 , which show examples of part detection on several test images. A poorer part vocabulary for a class tends to lead to poorer localization quality, though this is not necessarily reflected in lower classification rates. Specifically, an object class represented by a relatively poor part vocabulary may still achieve a high classification rate, provided that parts for other classes do not generate too many false positives on images from this class. The second airplane example in Figure 6 is a good illustration of this phenomenon: only three airplane parts are detected in this image, yet the airplane is recognized correctly since the image does not contain enough clutter to generate false detections of parts from other classes.
Perhaps the most suprising finding of our experiments is that inter-part relations do not improve classification performance. From examining the part detection examples in Figures 6 and 8 , it seems intuitively clear that the pattern of overlap of different part instances encodes useful information: the part detections that lie on the object tend to be clustered close together, while false detections are frequently scattered all over the image. At this stage, we conjecture that the overlap information may be more useful for localization than for recognition. We are currently in the process of hand-segmenting the bird database so as to be able to evaluate localization quantitatively. The original test image is on the left, and on the right is the image with superimposed bounding boxes of all detected part instances for the given class. Notice that localization is fairly good for mandarin and wood ducks (the head is the most distinctive feature). Though owl parts are more prone to false positives, they do capture salient characteristics of the class: the head, the eye, and the pattern of the feathers on the breast and wings. (c) Misclassified examples. The wood duck class has no example because it achieved 100% classification rate.
Summary and Future Work
In this chapter, we have presented an approach to texture and object recognition that uses a visual dictionary of textons or object parts in combination with a discriminative maximum entropy framework. Our experiments have shown that the approach works well for both textures and objects. The classification rate achieved by our method on the UIUC database exceeds the state of the art [13] , and our results on the four CalTech classes are comparable to others in recent literature [6, 7] . Interestingly, while all our recognition experiments used small training sets (from 3 to 50 images per class), no overfitting effects were observed. In addition, we have found that the Naive Bayes method, which we used as a baseline to evaluate the improvement provided by the exponential model, can be quite powerful in some cases -a finding that is frequently expresssed in the document classification literature [19, 21] . Specifically, for the Brodatz database, Naive Bayes outperforms the other baseline, histograms with χ 2 distance; for the CalTech database, it performs as well as the exponential model.
The most important negative result of this chapter is the lack of performance improvement from co-occurrence and overlap relations. Once again, this is consistent with the conventional wisdom in the document classification community, where it was found that for document-level discrimination tasks, a simple orderless "bag-of-words" represententation is effective. For textures, we expect that co-occurrence features may be helpful for distinguishing between different textures that consist of local elements of similar appearance, but different spatial layouts. To investigate this further, it is necessary to collect larger-scale, more difficult texture databases that include a wider variety of classes. For object recognition, the lack of improvement can be ascribed, at least partly, to the weakness of our overlap relations, especially compared to the strong geometric consistency constraints encoded within semi-local parts. In the future, we plan to investigate geometric relations that capture more discriminative information, and to test their behavior for classification on additional object databases.
